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Dear Parent/Carer 
 

Re: Year 10 Christmas Homework Revision 
 
Our Year 10 students have been working exceptionally hard over the past term and are seeing the rewards 
already. Please congratulate them for their efforts, as well as encouraging them to continue this on their return, 
where they will be beginning to work towards coursework units and the first examinations in some subjects. 
Those students studying Health and Social Care will complete their first exam in January. 
 
Christmas Homework Revision 
 
Teaching staff for each subject have set homework and revision for the Christmas break on Show My Homework, 
as well as giving to students in lesson time. It is important that the students continue the excellent study habits 
they have shown so far and complete regular ‘little and often’ revision for all subjects.  
 
Students should use a variety of techniques for revision that have been demonstrated, including mind maps, short 
quizzing and creating revision postcards. It is also important that their revision continues on and becomes a 
regular routine for them all. 
 

Subject Homework Task 
English Research the social and historical context of An Inspector Calls. 
Maths 1) Weekly sheet requiring submission to your teacher.  This will be marked in 

class.   
2) Revise a minimum of 5 topics using vle.mathswatch.com, a revision guide or 
any other resource.  Ensure you create revision cards for each topic revised. 
There should be key fact revision cards and exam revision cards.  Login details 
and mathswatch helpsheet also attached. 
3) Go through your revision cards and test yourself. 

Science Complete the Science homework tasks set on SMHW 
Geography Complete revision homework tasks 
History Check SMHW for homework project on Medicine overview to secure 

understanding before moving onto a new part of the exam in January. 
French Revise / Learn High Frequency words from the purple French Revision Guide 

pp.112-114.  Complete Listening and reading exercises from the BBC GCSE 
Bitesize website and from the purple French Revision Workbook. 

Business Use BBC Bitesize to revise key elements of development from R064 assessment. 
Produce a summary notesheet 

Health and Social Care Student's need to be revising for their January exam on the 12th.  All class notes 
are on google classroom along with past papers and mark schemes. Students 
have been given a booklet on the key points required for Health and Social Care 
legislation.  Below are some ways students could be using to revise key facts; 
1. Mind maps 
2. Revision cards - question on one side answer on the other.  This will enable 
other people to help with revision 
3. Revision posters on each of the individual topics 

http://vle.mathswatch.com/
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4. Complete past papers then mark answers using the mark schemes given
Sport Studies Ensure that all sections of the Unit 2 log book are complete as we will be moving 

on to unit 3 in the new year. This includes your power point for the rules section 
as well as all the write ups from the individual and team lessons you completed 
(badminton/table tennis and football). All your referee/umpire logs must also be 
completed in detail. 

Catering Use your revision guide to recap on theory studied this term. Produce some 
revision cards for nutrients. You need to be able to name them, know their 
function and where they come from. 

Resistant Materials Use the revision material provided by Mr Gowlett and complete the tasks 
outlined on SMH. 

Religious Education Create revision materials on the unit recently completed - Practices In Islam. 
These will be used in class as part of a planned revision programme. 

Music Students are to continue revising all content - This is their knowledge and 
understanding of Music Industry Job Roles and Organisations. They need to 
understand and be able to discuss how different people and organisations work 
together and relate to each other in a range of settings.  
Consider what happens at specific events such as Going on Tour, Recording a CD, 
Putting together a Concert/Show. 
All teaching Powerpoints are uploaded onto Music Student Drive as well as the 
revision booklet they have already received. 

Performing Arts Continue to research and watch clips from a variety of pieces of musical theatre 
and consider the Creative Intentions and purposes behind the writing of the play 
and/or the intentions of one of the numbers from the musical itself. 
For example, What is the Creative intention of the Musical 'Miss Saigon'? or 
'What is the purpose of the song 'Movie in my Mind' 
Report your findings on two musicals and 2 musical numbers. 

Thank you in advance for your support and if you have any questions or concerns regarding the progress of your 
child, please do not hesitate to contact the Director for their house. 

Yours sincerely 

David Day 
Senior Director 
Curriculum, Intervention & Standards Lead 


